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Overview:
Parameter fields allow you to create a single report that you can modify
depending on your needs. This application note will provide you with the
basics needed to create parameter fields using Crystal Reports Version 8. 

Parameter fields are used to create a prompt for the user of a report to enter
information. The information that is entered determines what appears in the
report. Parameter field can be inserted in the body of a report, a selection for-
mula or a formula field. 

Example:
Calibration Due Report that covers selectable date ranges
To create a Calibration Due Report that covers selectable date ranges, we need
two parameter fields. The first will prompt for the start date, and the second
will prompt for the stop date. 

To create the “Parameter Field” select: 
• Insert “Field Object” “Parameter Field” 

• Click on the new icon or Ctrl+N. 

• A dialog box like the one below will appear. 

• Enter a descriptive name for the Parameter field. 

• The Prompting text should be clear instructions to the report user. 

• The Value type will depend on the Parameter Field. 

• For this example the Value type will be a Date. 

When completed, click on the “OK” button.
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The same steps are used to create the “Stop Date.” The new parameter field names are now shown in
“Field Objects” under “Parameter Field” and can be added into a report like any other “Field Object.”

The “Parameter Fields” are also available under report fields in the “Record Selection Formula Editor,”
and can be used in formulas. 
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When used in a Record Selection formula, the prompt to the user will appear when the report is run as
shown below.

If the start and stop parameters in this report were added to the title, the report title will display the
selected values.
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Parameter field can also have default values. A good example would be a prompt for a Department. The
prompt can be either pre-populated with all of the department numbers or specific values. 
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These values are then made available to the user of the report.

Summary
Parameter fields are valuable tools that help to increase the versatility of reports.


